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ABSTRACT

However, choosing these features requires knowledge of the problem being solved and is not trivial in complex domains [15, 17].
Recent work in deep reinforcement learning [17, 11] addressed
this limitation by learning neural network feature representations
which eliminate the need for hand engineered features while learning a model free policy. These methods either rely on unsupervised
exploration requiring extensive computation [17] or full state observability to jointly train the network with a guiding policy [11].
Asynchronous methods have been proposed to improve the scalability of deep reinforcement learning to complex problem domains
by performing parallel network training and agent (network) exploration [18, 16, 24]. However, the behavior learned by an unsupervised agent may differ greatly from human behavior which can be
an undesirable trait for agents that will interact with humans [4,
2]. Additionally, full state knowledge cannot be guaranteed in all
problem settings.
The problem of deviating from human behavior can be alleviated
by learning from demonstrations. However, in a sequential decision
process, such as navigation, small approximation errors can compound and lead an agent into a state not captured by the training
set [19, 11, 20]. Recent approaches propose artificially augmenting the demonstrated data in order to ensure the agent is trained for
circumstances that may not appear in human demonstrations [2].
This artificial extension to the dataset may not be representative of
the distribution of experiences the agent will encounter in practice
[19, 20] and deciding the scope and size of the augmented dataset
needed for efficiently training the network is not trivial [25].
The Dagger algorithm [19] for reinforcement learning addresses
the compounding error and differing distribution problems by using a weighted average of the agent policy and an expert policy to
collect the training data. After each iteration (task execution), the
sequence of states the agent explores are added to the training set
and used to update the agent policy. As learning progresses, the
agent policy is gradually given greater control in the decision process. This allows for the collection of a training set that is derived
from the experiences of the agent. A limitation to this method is that
every explored state is added to the dataset. This large collection of
data can become prohibitive when considering high-dimensional
state representations such as images. Additionally, adding states
that the agent policy has adequately learned leads to an unnecessary increase in training complexity [20].
We propose efficiently growing a minimally optimal training set
for visual navigation from the same distribution as the agent’s experiences by appending data when the network makes an incorrect

Robust training of deep neural networks requires a large amount
of data. However gathering and labeling this data can be expensive and determining which distribution of features are needed for
training is not a trivial problem. This is compounded when training neural networks for autonomous navigation in continuous nondeterministic environments using only visual input. Increasing the
quantity of demonstrated data does not solve this problem as the
demonstrated sequences of actions are not guaranteed to produce
the same outcomes and slight changes in orientation generate drastically different visual representations. This results in a training set
with a different distribution than what the agent will typically encounter in application. Here, we develop a method that can grow a
training set from the same distribution as the agent’s experiences
and capture useful features not found in demonstrated behavior.
Additionally, we show that our approach scales to efficiently handle complex tasks that require a large amount of data (experiences)
for training. Concretely, we propose the deep asynchronous Dagger
framework, which combines the Dagger algorithm with an asynchronous actor-learner architecture for parallel dataset aggregation
and network policy learning. We apply our method to the task of
navigating 3D mazes in Minecraft with randomly changing block
types and analyze our results.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Training an agent to make decisions based solely on egocentric visual input is difficult. The high-dimensionality and variance
in raw images coupled with the challenge of completing a task
with partial observability of the state of the world makes traditional
approaches to sequential learning intractable [15]. Many of these
methods rely on the use of hand engineered features that describe
the current state and learn a policy (mapping from states to actions).
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decision. The quality of the decision can be evaluated online using a
simple training policy, πt , that directs the agent to the nearest state
in a single demonstrated trajectory through the space using local
domain knowledge. Initially running the agent with πh and iteratively giving the network more control allows for it to explore and
gather data when it makes mistakes. This is analogous to curriculum learning [1] where the network is slowly exposed to a more difficult task for training. We extend this method to the asynchronous
setting allowing it to scale to efficiently handle complex tasks that
require a large amount of varied data (experiences) for training and
apply it to the task of learning to navigate 3D mazes in Minecraft.

policy is used to complete the task creating a set of guiding trajectories that are used as training data. The network is then jointly
trained with the guiding policy in order to elicit similar behavior
in application from only visual input. A key limitation here is the
requirement of training a guiding policy with full domain knowledge which is not possible in many complex tasks. Similar to deep
Q learning, guided policy search requires a large amount of exploration in order to train a generalizable network [24].
Both of these methods have been extended to asynchronous frameworks where multiple parallel agents run in different settings. This
allows for a greater amount of diverse data to be efficiently collected for training [18, 16, 24]. In the case of asynchronous deep Q
learning [16], multiple agents (actors) are run in parallel (in separate environments) each collecting data from their own experiences.
This data is then added to a central dataset that is used by a parallel
learner thread to update the network parameters. Each actor thread
intermittently receives a copy of the current network parameters
from the learner thread to update its policy. This allows for the network to learn from a much larger distribution of experiences than
standard deep Q learning. However, this increase in the size of the
dataset can be problematic when considering high-dimensional image states requiring a large amount of disk space and an increase in
network training complexity. Additionally, the efficiency of training the network may be reduced by repeatedly learning from redundant experiences the network has already mastered [20].
A deep active learning method for autonomous visual navigation
[6] partially addresses the problem of increasingly large data aggregation by applying a modified version of the Dagger algorithm
for training a convolutional network [9] to represent the agent policy for navigating a 3D environment. An agent explores a 3D space
using a learned network policy. When the agent is uncertain of its
next decision an expert policy is generated for the current state and
used to control the network. The state and the action chosen by
the expert are then added to an existing dataset for training. In this
case, only states where the network policy is uncertain are added
to the training set greatly reducing its size and reducing the cost of
querying an expert policy. However, in practice autonomous agents
frequently fall into states where they are very confident in taking
an incorrect action. These states would not be added to the training
set and the network would not learn from these mistakes preventing
the agent from becoming fully capable in navigating the space.
We address the limitations of these approaches by applying concepts from active learning to the Dagger algorithm in an asynchronous actor-learner framework. We grow a training set from
states where the agent makes mistakes relative to a training policy
with local domain knowledge. This data is then used to train a neural network for end to end autonomous visual navigation through
3D mazes in Minecraft1 . In the next sections we describe the details
of the proposed method and analyze the results.

Figure 1: Examples of egocentric vision in 3D Minecraft Mazes.
Formally, we propose the deep asynchronous Dagger framework
which combines the Dagger algorithm [19] with an asynchronous
actor-learner architecture [16] for parallel dataset aggregation and
network policy learning. Multiple agents sample network parameters from a learner node and explore environments in parallel, appending data from incorrect decisions to a central replay memory.
This memory can then be accessed by the learner node to continuously update the network controller parameters.
The key contribution of this approach is the ability to grow a
data-efficient training set for visual navigation from single shot
(one example per task) demonstrated data. We apply our method
to the task of continuously navigating non-deterministic 3D mazes
in Minecraft1 with randomly changing block types (Figure 1) and
analyze our results.

2.

RELATED WORK

Recent work in deep Q learning (DQN) [17] addressed the limitations of using hand-engineered features for learning sequential
decision models by learning neural network parameters to estimate
the expected value of actions from a given state using raw visual
input and a variant of an unsupervised Q-learning algorithm [23].
This eliminates the need for hand engineered features and learns
a model free policy. The network is trained using an experience
replay memory [14] where the state, action, reward and next state
observed by the agent are stored in a large pool of memory that can
be sampled for training the network. This method was used to train
an agent to play Atari video games.
This approach works well in practice and does not require any
knowledge of the problem space aside from a reward function,
but requires a large amount of computation as the use of epsilon
greedy Q learning [23] results in the exploration of a large number
of sub-optimal states before an efficient policy can be learned. Additionally, this method does not utilize demonstrated human behavior which can greatly reduce the required state exploration while
learning a policy that more closely matches human decisions.
Guided policy search [12] is a method that has been applied to
training visual control networks to represent policies for robotic
arms [11]. In this setting trajectory-centric reinforcement learning
[10, 13] is used to train a policy with full state information. This
1

3.

ASYNCHRONOUS DATA AGGREGATION

We begin by modifying the Dagger algorithm [19] to only collect
data from states where the network disagrees with a training policy,
πt . This policy maps states to actions that bring the agent to the
closest state observed in the demonstrated behavior. Figure 2 shows
an aerial view of a discretized Minecraft maze with two walls that
each contain a single doorway. The start position is indicated by
the green cell with the red cell signifying the goal. On the left,
the yellow arrows show a demonstrated path through the maze. On
the right, for each discrete state in the maze, πt directs the agent
to the nearest state observed in the demonstrated path. When the
agent is in a state along the demonstrated path, πt selects the action
observed in the state.

https://Minecraft.net/
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Figure 2: Example of a demonstrated (human) path through a
maze (left) and the resulting discrete training policy (right).
Figure 3: Asynchronous MinDagger
There is no constraint on the training policy being discrete or
continuous. This is an example of a simple discrete imitation policy
that only requires local knowledge of the agents position relative to
the nearest demonstrated state and nearby obstacles, however we
show in section 5 that this is sufficient for training visual control
networks for continuous agents from a single demonstrated path.
An important factor to note is that the policy in Figure 2 only requires local domain knowledge and a single demonstration for each
˜ and the current agent
maze. Given a demonstrated trajectory, ξ,
state, s, then training policy can be formally defined as,
(
πt (s) =

demonstrated action in ξ˜ at s,
˜
optimal action towards ξ,

Figure 3 outlines the basic architecture of Algorithm 1. A set of
parallel agent nodes (bottom) sample the current network parameters from the learner node (top left) and run Algorithm 1 on a
randomly selected maze environment with a matching training policy (top right). Each agent node will then append its set of collected
states, labeled by the training policy, to the central dataset (top center) before restarting Algorithm 1 with a new maze and a newly
sampled set of network parameters from the learner node. In parallel, the learner node continuously samples data from the central
dataset and updates the network parameters to match the network
policy to the training policy.

˜
s ∈ ξ,
.
else

This policy, combined with the following algorithm, allows us to
train robust network policies for navigating non-deterministic environments solely from visual input.

4.

SOLVING MAZES IN MINECRAFT

We apply the proposed method to the task of solving 3D mazes
in Minecraft using the Malmo platform for artificial intelligence
experimentation [8]. Malmo is lightweight and allows for material customization. This enables the construction of vastly different obstacle and environment types where agents with egocentric
vision respond to continuous action commands. Different block
types offer different dynamics when an agent moves across them.
This coupled with an asynchronous communication system that exhibits inconsistent execution and observation rates, leads to a nondeterministic agent environment.
For our experiments we consider four different action classes
(forward, reverse, left, and right) paired with a [0, 1] continuous
value for speed. A neural network is trained to map visual observations to actions via supervised training. The action with the maximum output value is chosen at each state, with the softmax value
(from a softmax distribution on the network outputs) of that action
chosen for the speed. This allows for the agent to move faster when
it is more confident in its decision. The agent navigates through
each 3D maze from some initial position to a goal position signified by a red block. The block types used in these mazes can vary
and the agent needs to navigate to the goal in under 30 seconds
through doorways and bridges across lava or water as seen in Figures 1 and 2. Running out of time before the goal is reached kills
the agent and ends the mission as does touching lava or water.

Algorithm 1 MinDagger: Minimal Dataset Aggregation
Input: Training policy πt , network policy πn , weighted control parameter α, environment E, and dataset D.
Output: Aggregate dataset D
1: Sample trajectory ξ in E via policy απt + (1 − α)πn .
2: Form dataset Dn of states in ξ where πt (s) 6= πn (s).
3: Label Dn with πt
[
4: Aggregate datasets: D ← D
Dn .
return D

We apply this training policy in Algorithm 1 where an agent runs
through a maze with a weighted average of the training policy and
the learned network policy, απt + (1 − α)πn , with α decreasing
after each run. We then collect the states where the network policy
disagreed with the training policy and append them to the current
training set, D, with labels generated from the training policy. This
allows for the network training set to be formed with minimal redundancy as states the network performs well on will be ignored.
Additionally, the network is gradually given more control allowing
for the agent to learn from states outside the realm of the demonstrated data.
For tasks with a large amount of state variability (such as visual
navigation with randomly changing mazes) it is necessary for Algorithm 1 to collect a large dataset for training. This can be time
consuming as the agent would need to run through each maze sequentially with intermittent network training. We address this inefficiency by applying Algorithm 1 in an asynchronous actor-learner
framework.

4.1

Policy Network

Each state is represented by a 3-channel 120x160 RGB image
generated from the agents point of view (Figure 1) which is vertically cropped to the 3x60x160 bottom half of the image (below the
horizon [2]). The network is trained to maximize the negative log
likelihood optimization function to match the predicted action, Y ,
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to the action chosen by the training policy for that state, yi ,
L(θ, D) = −

|D|
X

In order to improve the efficiency of our training routine we use
spatial batch normalization [7] to normalize the feature maps generated after each convolutional layer. This ensures that the input distribution for each layer is consistent (zero mean and unit variance)
greatly improving learning performance. Moreover, we apply spatial batch normalization to each incoming frame to normalize the
input features of the network as well as spatial dropout [22] for
regularization.

ln p(Y = yi |xi , θ),

i=1

given network parameters θ, training data D and input xi .
The network is initially formed by five convolutional layers each
with a 5x5 kernel and a 2x2 stride followed by a single convolutional layer with a 2x5 kernel. Strided convolutions incorporate
regularization into the convolutional layers while improving efficiency in network performance [21] when compared to standard
max-pooling based sub-sampling, which is important for real-time
visual navigation networks [2]. The final convolutional layer reduces each feature map to a single neuron to improve generalization while reducing the number of parameters needed to train [21].
The number of feature maps in each of these layers are 16-32-3264-64-128 ending with a 128x1x1 set of feature maps. We follow
the convolutional layers with a fully connected layer of 64 neurons
and another fully connected layer mapping the output to 4 neurons
each representing a different action. Figure 4 outlines the network
architecture 2 .

5.

RESULTS

In this section we compare the results of training end to end neural networks for navigating 3D mazes in Minecraft from raw visual
input with the proposed asynchronous MinDagger algorithm to a
set of competitive baselines for data aggregation. We apply each
comparison algorithm in the same asynchronous learning system
as described in Section 3, ensuring a fair evaluation.
We compare our results in two settings. The first is the network
being trained with a set of 20 static mazes with varying block types
and obstacles each with a single demonstrated path through the
maze. We then test our results on a set of 10 mazes with similar
obstacles and block types.
The second setting is similar to the first setting with the key distinction that the block types of the mazes are now randomly changing on every run through the mazes. This greatly expands the variety of input features the network is learning making for a far more
difficult task. As in training, the test mazes also contain randomly
changing block types allowing for us to incorporate generalization
into our evaluation.
We initially implemented the deep Q learning algorithm [17]
(DQN) with intermediary sub-goals (doorways, bridges, etc.) granting positive rewards. Unfortunately, it failed to achieve meaningful
results with fewer than 100 runs through each maze which is not
surprising given an epsilon greedy Q learning algorithm [23]. For
this reason, we decided to focus on the following dataset aggregation methods for comparison.
For Figures 5, 6 and 8, we train a single network to navigate 20
different mazes and average the results after running through each
maze (1 mission run) and display the standard deviation from the
mean.

Dagger
The standard Dagger algorithm for data aggregation [19] (Dagger).
This method is similar to Algorithm 1 except every state in a sampled path through the maze is collected and labeled for training.

Deep Active Dagger
The deep active learning algorithm for autonomous navigation [6]
(Deep Active Dagger). In this method the network policy is used to
sample a trajectory through
the maze. When the entropy of the netX
work policy, H(s) = −
P (πn (s))logP (πn (s)), for the curi

rent state s is above some threshold, β = 0.93 , the training policy
decides the next action and the current state is added to the dataset.
Essentially, the training set is grown from states where the network
is uncertain of a decision.

Expert MinDagger
We additionally compare our results with two versions of Algorithm 1. In the first (Expert MinDagger) we set α = 1 and never allow for the network to take control of the agent. In non-deterministic

Figure 4: Diagram of the convolutional network architecture.
2
Exponentiated Linear Units (ELU) [3] are used as the activation
functions in each layer.

3
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Found via a grid search on the hyper-parameter space.

environments this generates a large set of varied guiding trajectories from the training policy which are appended to the dataset
when the network policy disagrees.

MinDagger
Finally we compare against the proposed MinDagger algorithm for
collecting a minimally optimal training set for visual navigation.
We gradually give control of the agent to the network policy by
setting α to α = 0.975t3 before each agent begins a maze, where t
is the number of times the agent has run through a maze.

Figure 6: The average success rate (top), distance the agent is
from the goal at the end of each mission (middle), and the average decision accuracy (bottom) compared to the training policy
for each run through the random set of missions.

5.1

Mazes with Static Block Types

Figure 5 displays the results of the network policy running through
the static test mazes after being trained by data aggregated from a
set of static training mazes using the four different baseline methods. We store the current iteration of the network policy after each
of the training missions and run it through the test mazes for evaluation. The figure shows the evaluated results of each method in terms
of the average number of times the agent reached the goal (success
rate), the average distance to the goal at the end of each mission
due to reaching the goal, running out of time, or dying (distance to

Figure 5: The average success rate (top), distance the agent is
from the goal at the end of each mission (middle), and the average decision accuracy (bottom) compared to the training policy
for each run through the static set of missions.
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goal), and the average percent of action choices taken by the agent
where the network policy agreed with the training policy (decision
accuracy).
It is clear from Figure 5 that the deep active dagger algorithm
is failing to learn a sufficient policy even after 10 runs through
each training maze. The restriction of only collecting data when
the entropy of the network policy is above some threshold fails to
gather an effective amount of training data. Lowering the threshold
does not improve the results until it is lowered to a value where the
entropy becomes redundant and the algorithm is collecting almost
every state.
In Figure 5, the proposed method (MinDagger) outperforms the
standard dagger algorithm while only collecting about 17% of the
data the standard dagger algorithm collects. This is evidence that
MinDagger collects a very effective dataset. Furthermore, the improvement of MinDagger over Expert MinDagger shows that allowing the network to gain control of the agent is beneficial in
training a sufficient network policy.

5.2

Mazes with Random Block Types

Figure 7: Example of random block types.

Figure 6 displays the results of the network policy running through
the test mazes with random block types after being trained on a
set of mazes with randomly changing blocks. The figure shows the
evaluated results of each method in terms of the average number
of times the agent reached the goal (success rate), the average distance to the goal at the end of each mission due to reaching the
goal, running out of time, or dying (distance to goal), and the average percent of action choices taken by the agent where the network
policy agreed with the training policy (decision accuracy).
The proposed method (MinDagger) achieves the highest success
rate by reaching the goal in every test maze after running through
the set of mazes 28 times. None of the other methods manage to
train a network to do this in every test maze in under 30 runs.
This becomes more significant when viewing Figure 8 where we
plot the evaluation results of the top three performing methods with
respect to the number of states collected for training. We omit the
deep active learning method from this evaluation as it failed to collect much data (fewer than 1000 states in 30 runs) and performed
poorly as seen in Figure 6. In this graph it is clear that the proposed
MinDagger algorithm performs very strongly with far less training data (about 60,000 states) than the standard dagger algorithm
which required more than 200,000 states before it began to return
strong results. This is significant as it shows MinDagger collects a
smaller more valuable dataset for training.

Figure 8: The average success rate (top), distance the agent is
from the goal at the end of each mission (middle), and the average decision accuracy (bottom) compared to the training policy
as a function of the number of states in the dataset for the set
of random missions.
The fact that MinDagger is able to solve the mazes while collecting less than 30% of the total states visited gives credence to
the trained networks ability to generalize to unseen environments.
There are 69 different block types that are randomly sampled and
the chance of the network seeing the same state twice is very small.
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A key limitation to the proposed approach is the reliance on
a consistently accurate training policy dependent on the demonstrated trajectories matching the maze environment. This is prevalent in cases when the dynamics deviate strongly from those experienced by the demonstrations, due either to the communication
delay in Minecraft or the properties of the random block material in
the environment. Additionally, the use of random blocks can lead to
the creation of environments that have distinct visual features that
the network rarely encounters and thus poorly learns. Fortunately,
these cases rarely occur and do not greatly hinder the network from
learning a robust policy.

5.3

in the feature maps. The agent has learned to identify and localize
doorways and bridges while ignoring excess information.

6.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an asynchronous framework for efficiently
gathering an efficient training set for end to end autonomous visual navigation from single shot examples (one demonstration per
maze). We applied our method and multiple baselines to the task
of completing 3D mazes in Minecraft from raw images with both
static and randomly changing block types. Our method outperforms
the standard methods of data aggregation while collecting a much
smaller dataset, and trains a network policy from single shot examples.
A key limitation of the proposed approach lies in the requirement of a locally informed policy for training. In the presented experiments we formed this policy using the coordinate positions of
the agents. This may not be available in all problem settings and
can be expensive to generate. In the future, we plan to extend this
method to domains without access to this information. In addition,
we plan to incorporate recurrent network structures [5] in order to
capture the memory of key features (doorway) that may move out
of frame with an agent’s motion. Lastly, we would like to apply the
proposed method to different problem settings altogether such as
first-person-shooters and autonomous driving.

Emergent Network Features

Visualizing the learned feature maps of the convolutional network allows us to examine which emergent environment features
it may have learned. The network was not trained to detect objects
or features, only predict actions. However, in order to predict the
training policy the network learned some important features of the
mazes.
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